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Camicissima presents the Fall-Winter 2019/2020 "Soul Hunter" Collection
The search for one’s true self starts from within. It leads to unveiling new aspects of one’s personality and
rediscovering old ones; it leads to searching for one’s roots far from the city and here to regenerate, then
coming back with a new spirit and a style full of substance. Camicissima man becomes a “soul hunter”, who
loves nature and tries to bring its beauty into his city life.
The Fall/Winter 2019/2020 collection is characterised by a new concept of camouflage, which was redesigned to make it
trendy, with slim fit and stylish details. The colour range features natural and earth tones, which include all shades of
green and warm brown, together with a dark sky blue.
Military-inspired shirts are a brand-new piece in the Trendy line. They are perfect for the weekend and for a
casual look in the office. Available in two models, with patches, for a trendy style, or plain, which makes you
recall pine forests and cottages deep in luxuriant woods.
The denim shirts are light and comfortable, adorned with tone-on-tone camouflage or redesigned patterns
with burnout printings, which, after washing, stand out even more.
A deep and dreamy blue was chosen for a selection of cotton shirts with patterned and floral microprints,
which create sophisticated optical illusions that are stylish but easy to wear at the same time; the jacquard
fabrics create overlapping patterns that are pleasing to the eye and to touch.
With their urban style, the flannel shirts are a must-have for autumn clothing. Incredibly soft and warm, thanks
to special washing, they are available both checked or in a finer pattern.
For the coldest days, there is knitwear that keeps you wrapped up warm, available in a selection of
colours that will remind you of autumns leaves. By popular demand, the polo-neck sweaters are back,
with their intellectual fascination, and there are also the classic waistcoats and sweaters with zipper, as
well as round-neck or v-neck sweaters.
The urban bomber jacket was redesigned and is now warmer, and retains its slim fit make. The product range
also features an urban heavy jacket with a slim fit design and pockets; the colours of both models are neutral,
thus easy to combine, for a sophisticated but casual overall look.
Our blazer is back, perfect for a formal style without renouncing comfort. Baggy fit, also available in a
warm knitted version. Combined with chino trousers and a shirt, it creates the signature Camicissima
look.
The icing on the cake? A scarf with micropattern with the same colours of the whole collection.
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